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Their system is based on biological model

They can’t ensure 100% detection

Because they can’t prevent the spreading
of any malware that they didn’t detect

and to put their system to the test

of all the hackers in the world

We don’t miss any new attack
Actually, we bypass this challenge

We don’t prevent malware and unrecognized 

software from going out

Over 8,000 hackers from 30 countries failed

Watch: CBS, NBC

Among Our Customers

Other Cyber Companies

Our system is based on mathematical-chaos model

and actually solves the most important problem of Cyber Defense 
We focus only on that, and we do it better than any other Cyber company
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First, try to identify every malicious software We don’t have to identify any malware

They are based on Black List We are based on Zero Trust

Then, they try to prevent them from spreading

They can’t ensure 100% prevention
We prevent cyber-attacks from spreading

We guarantee full protection

The hackers will always be one step ahead We will always be one step ahead

They are not really willing to commit 

This model can’t be breachedThis model is vulnerable

They block the detected malware on the 

infected computer

We are willing to commit

and invite all hackers to hack our system 

for a reward of $ 100,000
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Even if Cyber 2.0 is removed from

the infected computer,

we continue protecting the organization

Bet Shemesh

Jet engine manufacturer

(The terms we use are Reverse Tracking, Port Scrambling)(The terms they use are virus, anti-virus, mutation)

Prevents the spreading of Cyber-attacks 

because of new and unknown cyber-attacks

that are popping up every moment

The Model

Reports Too many reports
Too many false positives

One automated report
only about the software that we block

We block every unrecognized software on the

receiving computers

Once their systems have been removed

from this computer,

the organization is no longer protected
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